Monday Makes: Paper Portraits
For ages 5+

Artworks by David Austen
Top: The Light That Fell Upon Us Burned, 2016
Bottom Left: The Heads, 2016–19, photo by Ruth Clark
Bottom Right: Head (grey), 2019

This week we’re taking inspiration from David Austen’s colourful artworks and portraits to
create bold paper art. Austen’s art uses lots of bright colours and he often talks about using
colours that complement each other. Choose colour combinations that pop and make an
eye artwork and a paper portrait that really stand out.
See:

The above work by David Austen. You can see more of his work and find out about
his 2019 DCA exhibition Underworld here: https://bit.ly/2zAZQrF

Think: About how different colours work alongside one another and what colours work well
together.
Make: A colourful eye artwork and a vibrant portrait from paper. Make a self-portrait or
create portraits of your friends and family.
Do:

Share your bright and bold artwork with us using #DCAmakes.

Paper Portraits
Step-by-step
What you’ll need:




Coloured paper
Scissors
Glue / glue stick (No glue? Make
some at home:
wikihow.com/Make-Glue)

We have a video tutorial to help you with this make: https://youtu.be/hNNpprab0Fk
Watch along or
follow the stepby-step
instructions
below.

Eye Artwork
Step 1

Select sheets of different coloured paper. Cut an oval shape out of each sheet, making sure
each one is smaller than the one before.
Step 2

Cut a small circle out of the last sheet of coloured paper. This will be the pupil of the eye.
Step 3

Stick down the different layers of the eye artwork.

Paper Portrait
Step 1

Cut a large oval out of an A4 sheet of coloured paper.
Step 2

Make two minature versions of the eye artwork.
Step 3

Cut out a nose shape.

Step 4

Cut out two shapes for the lips.
Step 5

Cut out shapes for the pupils and eyebrows.
Step 6

Add some hair by sticking the oval head shape on an A4 sheet of different coloured paper.
Cut out the outline of your hair style.

Step 7

Glue down the eyes, nose, mouth and eyebrows onto the face.
Step 8

Optional: Add some ears. Cut out ear shapes and stick them down.
Step 9

Share your colourful artworks with us using #DCAmakes.

